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UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE— A SUPPLEMENT
A major step in evolution of commercial practices substitutes

t& u rity interest” for chattel mortgages, factor's liens, etc.

HUMAN ASPECTS OF BANK OPERATIONS
Banking is a unique form of business enterprise in many respects
but all banks are operated by people and for people.

DING IN THE THIRD DISTRICT
Expansion was greater in the early months of 1953 than a year ago
and was chiefly in business loans and consumer instalment paper.
The composition of loan portfolios varies considerably.

CURRENT TRENDS
Some firms plan still higher outlays for plant and equipment.

HUMAN ASPECTS
OF BANK OPERATIONS
By Alfred H. W illiam s
President, Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia

Transcription of an address given at the Bank

the fact that we are turning about in our re

Operations Clinic of the Pennsylvania Bankers

lationships one to the other.

Association and Wharton School of Finance and

And America has not escaped. Hal Stonier
gave a talk recently on the occasion of the cele

Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, January
29-30, 1953, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

bration of his twenty-fifth year as head of the
staff of the American Bankers Association. He

I think I should start by saying that I found

said that, to him, the most important develop

this a difficult assignment— difficult because of

ment in banking in the last quarter century has

the nature of the topic. It is extremely difficult

been the bringing of banking to the masses. I

to say anything that is fresh, new, and stimulat

cite this at the outset to indicate that even a

ing about human relations.

field we think is not subject to great change is,

I do not want to pontificate nor expand the

in the judgment of a competent observer, on the

obvious to you men who are on the firing line,

move.

so I am going to fall back on my academic back

The workers are on the move. In the last
twenty years, the number of men belonging to

ground, which incidentally I find hard to get
away from— especially in this hall— and take a
broad approach to the problem. I am going to

trade unions has expanded from three million

use what might be called the speculative, the

ment, including hours of work and wages and

impressionistic

m ood;

because

although

to sixteen million, and conditions of employ

the

fringe benefits, are determined industry-wide

topic is a difficult one, it needs to be explored.

where collective bargaining prevails. We have

In a very real sense, the human family is on

witnessed in this country, as elsewhere, a zeal

the move; it is almost stampeding— head down,

for social justice that brought in the New Deal

tail up, off into the wind. Where we are going

and kept it in for twenty years. It has brought

to come up, we don’t know. It is world-wide in

inflation and intense economic activity which

scope, this social flux that we are now experienc

added twenty million to the gainfully employed

ing. Any one of the sixty-five so-called sovereign

in the country, and those wage-earners, in turn,

powers may be taken as an example of the dis

have become bank depositors and users of bank

ruption of social customs of long standing, of

services.
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Changing relationships in banking

accurate. That is unimportant for the purposes

Yes, Mr. Stonier is correct that banking has

of the moment. If people think these things, they

undergone great change. What are some of the

become important.

human implications?

These attitudes have psychological end-prod

I take it that this is the

theme in which I, although painting with a

ucts.

Many people— more, I suspect, than we

broad brush, can be as helpful in exploring as

imagine— look upon banks with awe, with es

any.

teem, with uneasiness, with aloofness, with envy,

I shall divide what I have to say into a dis
cussion of two sets of human relationships.

even with hatred. It is easy to caricature banks
and bankers.

Every bank has them. One is the relationships

Yesterday afternoon a banker came to my

of the bank with people outside your bank—

office and we were discussing defalcations. He

borrowers, other depositors, public authorities,

mentioned conversations he had had concerning

the general public. Another set has to do with

defalcations. He said he was struck with the fact

the people inside the bank— your directors, your

that there was little, if any, consideration given

officers, your other employees.

in all the conversations he had had with others

Let us take a look at the external relation

to the bank as an institution, as a profit-making

ships first. I hold that a bank is a peculiar type

venture. They talked about many, many aspects

of business enterprise.

of

There are only a few

defalcations— accounting
adequacy

of

aspects,

criminal

more than 14,000 in the entire country. There

aspects,

compensation— but the

are four million other business enterprises in the
United States. Wherein do these 14,000 differ

bank, as a bank, did not enter into it much.
I recall, some years ago, reading an article in

from the ordinary businesses? They have a set

the Saturday Review of Literature* by Philip

of special attributes.

Wylie, a nationally known writer. That article

Banks and bankers are

dealers in money. What is peculiar about that?

was entitled, “ All I Know About Banks.” I want

Money is unlike almost any other commodity or
service in which any of these four million enter

to read a couple of sentences of this caricature.
But bear in mind, this appeared in a nationally

prises are dealing.

circulated magazine:

Everybody wants money.

Everybody needs money. Everybody uses money.

There are some people who when they

Many people worship money. We have an atti

enter banks even to cash their own checks

tude toward money, as an economic device, as

or to make deposits in their own accounts

a measure of value, as a medium of exchange—

experience

to use some of the phrases that appear in the

meaning uneasy feeling bordering on sick

textbooks— that is unlike the attitude we take

ness.] It is a sentiment of not being wanted,

toward other goods and services.

of having entered the church of somebody

malaise.

[A

fifty-cent

word

else against the will of its parishioners, for

How others look at banks

even of being engaged in a shady enterprise

Money connotes power, social prestige, security,

which may lead to trouble with the law . . .

status, leisure. You translate money into what

There is something about banks. For one

you can do with it, and you have some of the

thing, banks, of all semi-public buildings,

connotations of the product. Not that these are
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most closely resemble penitentiaries. They

Unique attributes of banks

are barred with saw-resistant steel, like

So I would put as the first special attribute of

prisons. Uniformed men carrying ostenta

the bank that it sets up attitudes of mind and

tious weapons stand about the premises.

psychological reactions on the part of the people

Cashiers and various other functionaries op

who deal with it, because of the commodity they

erate cautiously from behind bullpens.

handle— money.

In

banks, one is always aware of secret elec

The second special attribute of relations with

trical devices on the qui vive. The false
move of a customer— a look in the wrong

the public is that banks are specially hedged

direction or a too quick snatch of a hand
kerchief— may set alarms clangoring, whis

any other business, in part because they are
handling other people’s money and because of

tles blowing, guards shooting, as in the case

the peculiarities of money that I have previously

of escaped convicts.

mentioned.

These are prison at

about by laws and regulations more than almost

tributes. And even though it is only money

I would list as the third special attribute the

that has been incarcerated with such solemn

fact that banks are constantly being examined

ferocity, persons like myself, aware that the

from the outside by the Comptroller of the Cur

money belongs to us, suffer from a sense of

rency, the Federal Reserve examiners, the FDIC

at least partial imprisonment of ourselves.

examiners, the state Department of Banking ex

Again, banks reveal to me that I have
been identified with the marauding classes.

aminers, etc. This makes for an attitude of mind
that tends, in my judgment, to make bankers

This rouses an animal instinct, a fraction

just a little different from the ordinary opera

of the Old Fear. And I took a long time

tors of business enterprises.

to put my finger on the symbology of it.

There is another aspect, and that is that credit

One apprehensive morning, I entered a

is negotiated. There is no price tag involved. I

bank divided into a multitude of brass-

can go into a clothing store and determine

barred compartments, and I realized that

whether I want the suit or not. Credit, on the

the place resembled not merely a prison but

other hand, is not purchased. It’s a matter of

also a zoo. However, the cashiers, and
cashierettes (a word I give to forward-

ers come as suppliants, asking for something

looking banks) were not resisting confine

and, usually, optimistic— and perhaps overly

ment with the loud rage of lions, the life

optimistic.

negotiation.

And very frequently the borrow

long plodding of bears, or the sad, perpetual
trot of foxes. They were, I realized, quite
calm on their side of the bars.

It was I,

How banking affects bankers
and the public

with my properly endorsed check and my

What are some of the effects of banking as thus

correctly

characterized? First, John Doe, representing the

filled-in deposit slip,

who felt

caged.
Well, he goes on for two pages and a half in

public, thinks the banker is a powerful fellow,
and he stands in awe of power. Secondly, the

that vein. It’s a caricature; but it’s not an iso

banker is a powerful fellow. He grants or de

lated case.

clines credit.
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developer of managerial talent for the free-enter-

the jokes— “ nobody loves a banker,” the story

prise system in a very real sense because, daily,

of lynching a white woman because she married

there are hundreds of thousands of transactions

a banker, and that sort of thing.

involving credit that screen the good user of
credit from the man who cannot use credit to

Economic and social changes

good effect and, therefore, is denied it.

Well, this, gentlemen, in my opinion is passing

That

has the effect of snubbing the growth of one

away.

enterprise and stimulating the growth of another.

when I go over some of the material that has

A third attribute is that the banker is conserv

appeared over these past twenty-five years that

ative— and he has to be, as you well know.

Hal Stonier talks about, I come to the conclusion

Andrew Carnegie laid down a business dictum

that the changes that have occurred in banking

in this State in the early days. It was to this

are related to the changes that have occurred

effect: pioneering doesn’t pay. Andy’s point was

out on the social and the economic fronts.

that there is a time in the development of an

When one looks at it historically and

What has happened in the last twenty-five

enterprise, after the costs and mistakes of pio

years?

neering are past, when you can go in and take

World War II, the Post-War Boom, Korea. The

over and make more than if you had been in

boom attendant to that, which has brought in,

it at an earlier stage. This certainly is true in

as I said, millions of new workers, changed the

banking— that pioneering doesn’t pay. Bankers

nature of the physical quarters in which we live,

have been publicly accused of being against new
developments. The caution of the trade is war

changed our modes of transportation, changed
our habits with regard to savings, with regard

ranted because of the experience of the trade.
The customary business dynamism that charac

to purchasing, has meant full employment and

terizes American business, especially as con

our books the Employment Act of 1946, which

trasted with European business, for example,

makes it the studied policy of the United States

tends to be subdued or absent when it comes

to have the economy working at full strength, a

to banking.
A fourth characteristic is the tendency that may

law which in my judgment we could well re

The Great Depression, the New Deal,

a high level of production. In fact, we have on

examine in the light of subsequent experience.

exist after long years of service in the profession

Increase in consumption, increase in consumer

to assume that the power inherent in the occupa

credit, increase in the money supply, increase in

tion really is in the individual occupying the

savings— you men can measure this in your own

The power really belongs not to the

institution in terms of demand deposits, commer

banker, but to the chair that he occupies as a

cial loans, consumer loans, time deposits, invest

chair.

banker; it belongs to the institution.

ments, and so on. It has brought banking from a

Out of this comes a tendency on the part of

class to a mass production— to use a phrase of

John Q. Public to side with the little man in

Mooney, one of the financial editors of The New

life; and John Q. Public fancies, rightly or

York Times.

wrongly, that bankers are rich, they are power

In many aspects, we are thinking in terms of the

ful, they are cold, they are legalistic, they are

little fellow, because of the general psychology

grasping. Hence, the position of the banker in

and these economic and social conditions that I
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have just discussed. There is abundant evidence

the message of the service of banking in terms

in such developments as special checking ac

of cases to the citizens of your county.

counts; all of the activity in consumer credit;

Someone has said, “ The battle is on for men’s

the shift in banking hours; the change in the

minds.” In this great, titanic struggle between

physical surroundings; removing the grille work

the Western free people and the Communistic

that gave the connotation of a prison; the car

people, one could tell the human-interest stories

peting; the rest rooms; the dressing of some of

of the relationship of competitive, independent

the members of the bank’s staff so they will look
like Western cowboys; branch banking, new

banking, of the free, competitive economy which
this country with its business civilization de

habits in the collection of checks; the rapidly

pends upon, in such a way as to cause the people

growing volume of checks; public service such

of that county to read it.

as assisting Community Chest drives and 4-H

I suspect that we shall be experimenting with

Clubs. Someone has said, psychologically, this
goes back to A. P. Giannini, who brought the

changes in the structure of banking. And here I
speak as a private individual— if it is possible

policies of a produce merchant to banking and

to speak as an individual when one is head of

demonstrated their success.

the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

I

have been impressed, as one who spent twenty-

Opportunities in human relations

five years in the Wharton School of Finance and

What is ahead for us in terms of integrating

Commerce, in going around the District and

banking more fully into the life of the com

comparing individual banks with the size of fac

munity? I think that one of the things that may

tories, branch department stores, supermarkets,

well be ahead of us is group cooperation in

and other enterprises in the smaller municipali

carrying the message of banking to the general

ties, that the banking structure has not kept pace

public.

You can picture your own county as

with the growth of its neighbors whom it is

illustrative. What type of advertising do your

expected to serve. Additional services at costs

banks, for the most part, do?

Probably the

commensurate to their value, expanded invest

traditional type: a listing of the members of the

ment portfolios, increased personnel at adequate

boards of directors, a listing of the balance sheet

salaries and with specialized training made pos

— such ads are not of great interest, especially

sible by such structural banking changes would

to the masses.

enable banks to grow with their community

In my judgment there is a great field open if
you would cooperate to tell the human story of
banking to the American public through the

enterprises and render the services intended by
their original organization.
Now, how do we experiment?

In part, it is

medium of the newspaper, the radio and tele

up to the state authorities; in part, it is up to

vision.

the Federal authorities; in part, it is up to the

If the banks in your county were so

minded, they could, with relatively small cost to

banks themselves. Modes of transportation have

themselves, take a page in the area newspapers

changed, so it is possible in any county to get

and in a series of human-interest stories, of the

around the area quickly. It is possible to go out

sort that we get when A. T. & T. tells us of the

and collect and to distribute funds readily. There

activities of linemen during a recent storm, tell

are all sorts of possibilities for a change in the
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structure of banking that will bring banking

Now that we have full employment, large pur

more closely into the lives, more adequately into

chasing power, and rising standards of living,

the lives, of the citizens. Banking is as pervasive

businesses can move into an area from the out

almost as telephoning. I think that without any

side and provide services that could be per

preconception I am justified in saying that there

formed as well or better by local business.

is room here for bankers to take a clear glance,

suspect that Thomas Jefferson’s statement, “ That

with a fresh eye, at the profession.

government

is best which

I

begins closest to

home,” has a measure of truth in it for business.

Inside the organization

In terms of the lives of individuals, that busi

I turn to the second set of human relations— the

ness is best which is developed locally. Banking

internal ones.

ought to do its best to be the focal point for the

Here, again, a bank is not an

ordinary business enterprise; there are some
unusual differences.

development of those economic opportunities.

Gentlemen, I may be on

thin ice in what I am about to say.

But I

Compensation and personnel

know you wish me to be frank, and I say it in

That brings us to some of the implications. I am

order that you may test my observations against

thinking in terms of attracting, retaining, and

your own judgment. Banking is one of the few

compensating local man-power. I would prefer

fields— offhand, I would say it is the only field

here to quote. This is what Bob Haines says.

I know about— where the top man can run the

He is the President of the Wachovia Bank and

enterprise as a side issue with some other busi

Trust Company down in Winston-Salem.

ness. Too frequently, there is an assumption that
there is little need for well-paid technical com
petence in the making of top decisions, that bank
operation can be the by-product of running a
hardware store, or handling a local practice of
medicine, or what-have-you.

We are not attracting to banking the type
of young men we need in sufficient numbers
to meet our personnel requirements. One
reason has been the slowness of too many
banks to adjust salary schedules to meet
competition. Another has been the failure

On numerous occasions, businessmen— direc

to adopt personnel policy which modern

tors of banks— have commented on the change

business has found essential to attract the

in psychology, the change in attitude of mind,

right kind of people.

that comes when they leave their business and

No worthwhile young man will start in a

go over to the bank for a bank meeting. When

bank where he has to wait for three or four

they assemble as bank directors many of the

layers above him to die before he can get a

attributes of mind that characterize those indi

real promotion.

viduals in the conduct of their own businesses

bank for less than he can earn in industry,

are left behind, due perhaps in part to the psy

although many banks still seem to believe

chology I referred to regarding the banking

he will.

business and bankers. Managing a bank is not

that banking is not regarded by many peo

a side issue, gentlemen, in the year 1953. I will

ple as a business that offers good oppor

re-phrase that statement: It ought not to be a
side issue.
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Public opinion surveys indicate

tunities for young people.
That is corroborated by our experience.

The
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banker to whom I talked yesterday afternoon

agerial leadership that will measure up to

spoke of a conversation with an elderly banker,

the tasks ahead. . . . The need for competent

who felt that one of his able young men— in fact

people is increasing by leaps and bounds as

the ablest in the hank— married, two children,

our population grows and as the number of

thirty-three years of age, was pressing his case

our joint ventures increases. It is a never-

for an increase in pay too vigorously. He was

ending game of hide-and-seek, this question

getting about S3,500. Young college men, with

of finding competent leadership for govern

out any experience, are today being employed

ment, for education, for the Army, for the
arts, and for business and industry. . . .

by American big business at $3,600 as a starting
If banking cannot pay adequate salaries, be

As those of us in the present ranks of
business management look ahead, we can

cause of inadequate earnings, income has to be

see that the future of our company, and of

increased. The nature of the service rendered by

business generally, must depend importantly

wage.

banking, the role of credit in a dynamic, expand

upon the calibre of those who shall follow

ing economy is so great that we can ill afford

us, ten, twenty-five, fifty years hence.

to take attitudes of mind that will not bring
first-class brains into the field.
From an 80 per cent sample of the banks of

We are concerned, and vitally so, with
the continuity of our enterprises, and as
such we must seek out and compete for our

the District, it would seem that there are about

share of able, talented young people, com

280 women officers and directors. We had 150

peting against those of other fields, if you

women officers and directors down at our place

please, that have other attractions to offer.

in three groups. Opportunities for women were

It is our responsibility to bring in as large

expanding rapidly and one could get just as

a crop of promising material as we can, and

much for the salary dollar on the distaff side of

to provide an environment in which leaders

the house as on the male side.

of the future can mature.
And I take it that would apply especially to

Managerial leadership

banking.

I was interested to hear Crawford Greenewalt,

I have played with the idea that the next great

President of duPont, talk to the Chamber of

phase of management in American business will

Commerce meeting.

be markedly different from the past ones. Right

His company is one that

specializes in science and technology, in the phy

after the Civil War for forty years we had the

sical rather than the human aspects of econom

ph ase of blood-and-iron captains of industry and

ics. Here are some of his comments:

railroad tycoons whose policy was, “ When you

The real lesson of the past [and he is

see a head, hit it.” From 1900 to 1935 we moved

speaking now of initiative in a changing

out of that over into a phase of scientific man

world]

agement— the

is that the raw material for all

rational

engineering

approach.

progress is people, not things. [He goes on

Since then we have had fifteen years of manage

to amplify that, and says] In my opinion,

ment by negotiation.

the most important problem facing business
today is that of insuring a calibre of man
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bers of the team are brought into play, and where

see that he was placed after training in a busi
ness in that territory.

you get an organic unity of the individuals
within the enterprise, with opportunities for all?

These are two sets of human relationships that

Some say that there are not enough oppor

appear to me to be worth discussing. I apologize

tunities in banks. We could well have a policy

if I have been dogmatic and over-emphatic. If

of “ up or out.” If there is no opportunity for

so, it was for purposes of emphasis; my only

a young, able man within the bank, it would be

desire has been to put before you my own

to the great credit and advantage of the bank to

thoughts for your stimulus.

BANK LENDING IN THE THIRD DISTRICT
Loans of member banks in the Third Federal

and consumer instalment paper contributed most

Reserve District have risen to record levels in

to over-all dollar expansion.

recent months. Through April 20, the figures

Since March 31 last year, a period of nearly

show an increase of $98 million this year to

thirteen months, the increase in loans has
amounted to $345 million or about 14 per cent.

$2,861 million. This increase, while short of
that reported two years ago, was more than
twice as large as in the early months of 1952.

The story over this longer term in certain re
spects was much the same as in recent months.

Growth percentagewise, as well as in dollars,

Increases were concentrated in the business and

was greater at country banks than at the reserve

consumer instalment categories, but included

city institutions in Philadelphia. Business loans

also a substantial amount of real estate loans.

MEMBER BANK LO A N S

O utstand ing

Changes since

Third F. R. D is tric t

A p r. 20,

Dec. 3 1,

(D o lla r A m ounts In M illions)

1953*

1952

1952

$

$1,259
76
778

$1,218
78
773

$1,130
58
701

+ $41
2
+
5

+
—
+

474
241
3
78

436
237
1
67

343
220
23
82

+
+
+
+

9
+
2
+
+200
+ 16

+ $99
+
1

+
+

4%
2%

+$352
+
7

+ 14%
+ 17

+ $98

+

4%

+$345

+ 14%

C lassifica tio n:
Business .....................................................
S ecurity .....................................................
Real estate ..............................................
O th e r loans to individuals—
Consumer in s ta lm e n t........................
S in g le -p a y m e n t...................................
To b a n k s .....................................................
O th e r lo a n s ...............................................

M ar. 31,

LO A N S , GROSS ...............................
Less re s e rv e s ........................................

$2,909
48

$2,810
47

$2,557
41

LO A N S , NET ......................................

$2,861

$2,763

$2,516

M ar. 31, 1952

Dec. 31, 1952
%

38
4
2

II

$
3%
3
1

%

+ $129
+
18
+
77

+ M%
+31
+ M

+
+
—
—

+38
+ 10
-8 7
- 5

131
21
20
4

^P relim inary ta b u la tio n .
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Nearly half of the addition to consumer instal

proportion ranged from 30 to 40 per cent in

ment credit was in automobile paper.

slightly more than half of the sixty counties of
the District, exceeded 40 per cent in ten coun

Regional differences in loan portfolios

ties, including several in the south central sec

In mid-1946, less than a year after the close of

tion of Pennsylvania, and was below 20 per cent

World War II, Government securities were the

in only two counties.

major earning asset and loans were only 15 per

The extent to which banks lend rather than

cent of the total assets of member banks in this
District. The picture has changed materially. On

invest and the composition of their loan port

April 20 this year loans were 35 per cent of
assets and the principal source of income. The

management policy is one; others include loan
demand, the nature of the community served

folios depend on many factors. Individual bank

PROPORTION OF LOANS TO TO TA L ASSETS

MEMBER BANKS — THIRD FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT
April 20, 1953
20% or less
20.1 to 30%
ftffff

30.1 to 40%
Over 40%
* No M em ber Banks
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MEMBER BAN K LO A N S

Per cent o f to ta l loans*

A p ril 20, 1953
Third Fed. Res. D istrict

Business Real estate Consumer
loans
loans
inst. paper

and the habits of its people, and competition
from other lending agencies.

In Philadelphia,

business loans are the principal component of
P e n n s y lv a n i a c o u n t i e s

Adam s .............................
Bedford ........................
Berks ...............................
Blair .................................
B radford ........................
Bucks ...............................
C am bria ........................
C arbon ...........................
C entre ...........................
C h e s t e r ...........................
C le a rfie ld ......................
C lin to n ..........................
C olum bia ......................
C um berland ..................
Dauphin .........................
Delaware ......................
Elk ....................................
Franklin ...........................
H un tin g d o n ..................
Jun ia ta ...........................
Lackawanna ..................
Lancaster ......................
Lebanon ......................
Lehigh ...........................
Luzerne ...........................
Lycom ing ......................
McKean .........................
M ifflin .............................
M o n tg o m e ry ................
N ortham p ton ................
N orthum b erlan d .........
Perry ...............................
Philadelphia ..................
P otter .............................
S c h u y lk ill.........................
Snyder .............................
Susquehanna ................
Tioga ...............................
W ayne ...........................
W yo m in g ......................
Y o r k .................................
O th e r Penna. counties)

31.3%
26.8
40.3
29.3
33.3
26.9
19.5
7.8
21.2
27.2
18.6
19.6
21.9
21.8
37.1
19.4
16.7
33.5
30.6
33.1
25.4
40.1
24.7
27.2
29.9
26.2
42.4
27.1
28.2
16.1
25.8
19.2
59.8
24.5
14.6
16.5
34.0
25.4
17.3
30.2
26.2
19.1

50.9%
39.9
38.0
39.7
45.5
49.5
51.5
69.6
57.0
56.8
53.6
53.8
54.8
46.7
41.9
52.0
68.4
48.8
43.5
38.5
36.5
41.5
54.6
50.0
48.4
47.0
39.7
41.4
47.5
65.5
54.2
62.0
4.7
42.2
61.0
60.1
46.9
44.5
68.9
47.3
49.7
59.8

5-2%
20.4
10.3
22.7
1 1.2
13.6
21.2
1 1.2
14.2
7.7
22.4
8.6
15.8
20.5
7.9
18.4
6.5
10.5
13.1
1 1.4
23.6
9.5
16.0
1 1.3
14.2
17.4
13.2
14.3
15.0
1 1.5
14.4
7.8
18.6
14.2
18.5
10.7
13.1
16.3
1 1.3
17.5
12.4
9.0

27.5
24.4
29.0
31.4
49.8
27.3
27.2
28.5
33.2

45.9
50.1
36.0
36.4
24.9
48.3
48.7
58.1
30.8

22.8
13.2
20.2
18.3
23.4
1l . l
13.3
9.6
20,5

19.2
38.2
32.9

64.1
28.0
58.2

9.8
12.6
6.3

D e la w a r e c o u n t ie s

Kent ...............................
New C astle ..................
Sussex .............................
A ll m em ber banks. . .

43.3%

26.7%

16.3%

*Ba$ed on d o lla r to ta ls fo r each county,
fSix counties— Fulton, Monroe, M ontour, Pike, Sullivan, and
Union— where num ber o f m em ber banks is small.
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tively small. In most other counties of the Dis
trict loans on real estate are the largest single
group. One-sixth of the District’s loan total is
in consumer instalment paper, with a range from
5 to 23 per cent in individual counties. The
details by counties given on this page are based
on

dollar

aggregates for

member

banks in

these areas.

Valuation reserves on loans
With steady growth in loan portfolios, many
banks have been accumulating reserves for bad
debt losses or other valuation reserves specifi
cally applicable to loans. For all member banks
in the District, the ratio of valuation reserves to
total loans was 1.6 per cent on April 20. Reports
show that 344 of the 618 members had such
reserves. The practice was general at mediumand large-sized banks, but in the smallest size
groups (as measured by loan volume) it was
the exception rather than the rule. While pro
portions of such reserves to total loans in many
instances were quite small, nearly one-third of
the banks carrying these reserves reported 2 per
cent or more. Some of the details are given in
the table on the next page.

N e w J e r s e y c o u n t ie s

A tla n tic ........................
Burlington ....................
Cam den ........................
C ape M a y ....................
C um berland ..................
G louce ster ....................
M e rcer ...........................
O cean .............................
Salem .............................

loan portfolios and real estate loans are rela

Transfers to valuation reserves on loans have
been quite substantial following a ruling by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue in December 1947.
Under this ruling, within limits set forth by the
Bureau, banks can deduct transfers to reserves
for bad debt losses in determining income sub
ject to tax. Net transfers to these or other val
uation reserves on loans by member banks in
this District totaled $12 million in 1948 and
averaged about $10 million in the four follow
ing years. Unless the ruling is changed by the
11
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N um ber o f m em ber banks re p o rtin g
valuation reserves on loans

Total

MEMBER BANKS

number
A p ril 20, 1953

% o f reserves to to ta l loans

of
m em ber

Third Fed. Res. D is tric t

Total

U nder
1%

banks

Banks w ith loans o f—
U nder $ l/ 2 m illio n ...................................
V / i to $ 1 m illion. ....................................
$1 to $2 m illio n ........................................
$2 to $5 m illio n ........................................
$5 to $ 10 m illio n ......................................
$10 to $20 m illio n ...................................
O ve r $20 m illio n ......................................

91
129
187
138
37
20
16

13
43
120
100
34
19
15

—

—

618

T o t a l ...................................................

2% to
2.9%

3
21
42
33
9
8
6

3
8
19
23
8
4
6

5
10
50
36
11
5
2
—

344

1% to
1.9%

—

1 19

122

3% or
more
2
4
9
8
6
2
1

—

—

71

32

Bureau or losses increase, transfers to reserves

income; and the 20-year moving-average loss

for bad debt losses are likely to decline. Numer-

factor used in computing the maximum is in-

ous banks doubtless have reached or are ap-

eluding fewer and fewer years of substantial

proaching the maximum reserve which they may

losses, which were particularly heavy early in

accumulate through

the 1930s.

deductions

from

CURRENT

taxable

TRENDS

The pace is changing but the direction is the

of the economy which have been causing some

same. This is what some of the major indicators

anxiety on the part of businessmen.

of business activity seem to be saying of the

supplemented available statistics by interviewing

We have

trend of developments in the current quarter.

representative men active in these fields in this

Industrial production, for example, is leveling

Federal Reserve District.

off on a high plateau. Employment and income

inventories, we saw that dollar-wise they were at

gains have been less impressive lately.

an all-time high.

And

When we looked at

But they were not growing

there is that less tangible bit of evidence which

top-heavy in relation to sales. Operations in the

businessmen speak of— the increasing competi

construction industry were continuing at levels

tion in the market for all goods and services.

unheard of a few years ago. Even so, new indus

As we talk with businessmen, we are assured

trial and commercial space was being absorbed

that business is good but it takes more effort to

and houses were not backing up on builders,

get it. This is their recurring theme.

despite the high rate of starts.

Automobiles

have been coming off assembly lines in record

Underlying strength still there

and near-record numbers, yet the dealers have

In the past three issues of the Business Review,

told us that new cars were selling well. Business

we have taken a look at several critical sectors

expenditures for productive facilities have been

12
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another basic source of strength in our economy.

Securities and Exchange Commission. At that

Surveys made both at national and local levels

time, manufacturing, mining, service, and mer

have indicated that these outlays were scheduled

cantile

to rise to new peaks this year. A spot check of

spend a record total of $27 billion on plant and

our own earlier findings discloses that the spend

equipment, compared with the 1952 figure of

industries indicated they planned to

ing programs of manufacturers in the Philadel

$26.5 billion. In manufacturing and mercantile

phia industrial area are progressing about in

lines, expenditures were expected to continue at

line with expectations.

last year’s rate. Mining companies and trans
portation concerns, other than railroads, planned

Capital spending high for civilian needs

to spend a little more. The nation’s railroads

Business investment in new plant and equipment

indicated a substantial cutback in their 1953

became an expansionary force in our economy

programs.

quite soon after World War II.

At the very

heavy outlays in 1952, anticipated a further

least, it promises to be a sustaining force over

sharp rise in capital investments during the cur

most of 1953.

rent year.

Reconversion to civilian goods

But the public utilities, with very

output initiated the movement in 1946. Rearma
mined the scale of outlays— in the two years

REVISION OF CONSUMER
CREDIT STATISTICS

following the outbreak of war in Korea. Since

The Federal Reserve System has just completed

last fall, however, the program for enlarged de

a thorough revision of the monthly consumer
credit statistics. The revision included a com

ment needs set the pattern— and largely deter

fense facilities has been tapering and civilian
goods industries once again are “ carrying the

plete review of the conceptual framework upon

ball.” As might be expected, emphasis too has

which the figures are based as well as improve

shifted from outright expansion to moderniza

ments in the figures themselves and in the

tion programs.

method of presentation.

This is especially apparent in

the area of manufacturers’ outlays.

It is a

The new data measure the amount of short-

healthy development, indicative of a growing

and intermediate-term indebtedness of individ

awareness of the need to produce more efficiently

uals as consumers. They are made available by

in an increasingly competitive market. Straight

type of credit and by institutional holders in a

away expansion programs this year center in the

way that permits the user to make various com

utilities field, where companies still are under

binations to fit specific purposes.

pressure to provide increased services for both
old and new customers.

Program increases at national
and local levels

A complete description of the revision, and
revised estimates from December 1939 to date,
are published in the April 1953 issue of the
Federal Reserve Bulletin. A reprint of this arti
cle may be obtained free of charge by writing to

Another year of very high business spending

the Division of Administrative Services, Board

appears likely in the country as a whole, on the

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,

basis of estimated capital outlays published this

Washington 25, D. C.

spring by the Department of Commerce and the
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Our own survey of capital expenditures cover

ance of a tight money market.

ing manufacturers in the Philadelphia industrial
area was conducted last fall. It indicated that

Some companies spending more

almost $287 million would be spent in the year

“ Our original estimate was too low.”

ending August 1953, compared with about $275

year’s program was completed ahead of sched

“ This

million in the preceding twelve months. Spend

ule; we have started on a new one.” “ We are

ing programs leaned very heavily toward equip

spending more than we had planned.” These are

ment purchases, with emphasis on the replace
ment of worn-out and obsolete tools. Over half

typical replies from concerns in iron and steel,

of the firms responding to our inquiries told us

industrial chemicals, and the paper business. In
one or two cases these expressions applied to

these expenditures might result in some increases

money being spent on plant expansion. For the

in productive capacity and that they might in

most part the company spokesman was referring

volve a gradual rise in employment as the pro

to outlays for new equipment with which to

grams progressed.

modernize productive facilities or replace ma

A spot check of recent trends
in actual expenditures

pairs were not worth the cost. With one company

Even the well-laid plans of a capital investment

exceeded

program could have changed sharply in the

American-made machine tools were too slow;

period since the Philadelphia area survey was

consequently a foreign source was sought, and

completed. To be sure, a significant change in

this equipment proved to be more up to date—

the business climate would have immediate re

but more expensive.

chinery and tools so nearly worn out that re
it is interesting to note why equipment costs
earlier

expectations.

Deliveries

of

percussions on plans for business spending. And
then there is the matter of interest rates— the

Most capital outlays about as programmed

factor which determines how much it costs to

The large majority of local manufacturers re

borrow money for whatever the purpose. Lately,

ported: “ Expenditures are proceeding on sched

comments in the press have indicated that the

ule.” This reference to a capital investment pro

rising trend of interest rates has caused some

gram conceived nearly a year ago reflects both

companies to seek other means of financing,

an accurate appraisal of future needs and a high

rather than to reduce their spending programs

degree of confidence in the business situation as

or defer outlays to a later date. Circulating re

it exists today. For the companies to which this

ports of this nature have prompted us to spot

comment pertained, the expenditure ratio of

check the spending plans of manufacturing firms

equipment to new construction was about 5 to 1.

in our own industrial area. The answers to our

Where outlays for plant were involved, altera

inquiries, covering a cross section of the com

tions rather than new construction were the

panies that responded to our original question

major objective of spending. In this group of

naire, suggest that capital spending programs

firms there also were reports of slow deliveries

here are not being curtailed. Many of those in

on machine tools, indicating that had the equip

terviewed, however, said that outlays in 1954

ment been available spending might have pro

might very likely be influenced by the continu

ceeded somewhat ahead of schedule.

14
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Spending lags with a few firms
In most cases, where a company advised us that
its spending program lagged, the current strike
of construction workers was to blame, or it was
the oft-repeated remark that machinery and tools
were arriving away behind their original de
livery dates. Neither the current business situa
tion nor the tight money market appeared to
have anything to do with the failure of a firm
to make capital outlays as fast as had been ex
pected when the program was initiated.

The

temporary nature of the factors responsible for
this lag in business spending and the small
minority of firms so affected point up the under
lying strength still present in this important area

ANNUAL REPORT
Copies of this Bank’s Annual Report for 1952,
featuring a discussion of “ Free Markets and
Flexible Interest Rates,” are now available and
may be obtained by writing to the Research
Department, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadel
phia, Philadelphia 1, Pa.
In addition to a review of business and bank
ing and a summary of the Bank’s operations
during the year, the Report includes an analysis
of Federal Reserve Bank lending to member
banks and a discussion of Federal Reserve Bank
lending policy.

of the economy.
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Additional copies of this issue are available
upon request to the Department of Research,
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia 1, Pa.
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F O R THE R E C O R D . . .

Factory*

SUMMARY

Third Federal
Reserve District

U n ite d States

Per cent change

Per cent change

A p ril
195 3
from
mo.
ago

O UTPUT
M anufactu rin g p ro d u c tio n . .
Construction c o n tra c ts j.........
C o a l m in in g ..............................

year
ago

4
mos.
195 3
from
ye a r
ago

- 1 * + 7* + 4*
- 2 + 9 + 41
-1 2
-3 5
-2 6

A p ril
195 3
from
mo.
ago

year
ago

0
+14
+ 3

+13
+ 5
-1 0

4
mos.
19 5 3
from
year
ago

LOCAL
CHANGES

mo.
ago

0 * + 5* + 3*
1* + 1 6 * + 1 2 *

-

1

+

7

+

6

TRADE**
Department store sa le s..........
Department store stocks.........

+

4
2

+

5
4

+
+

4
9

+

4

0

Lancaster. . . .
P h ila d e lp h ia . .

B A N K IN G
( A ll member banks)
Deposits......................................
Loans...........................................
Investments................................
U .S. G ovt, securities...........
O th e r .......................................
Check paym ents.......................

+
-

2
1
1
2
1
5§

6
3

+ 2
+13
- 3
- 4
+ 1
+10§

+

3

+ 4
+13
- 1
- 2

+ 1
+ 8§

-

2
0
- 2
- 3
0
-5 1

+ 2
+12
- 2
- 4
+ 5
+ 9

+ 4
+12
0
- 1
+ 6

-

+

+

+ 8

PRICES
Consum er...................................

o t + 1t +

1t

1
0

2
1

2
1

*Pennsylvania fP h ila d e lp h ia §20 C ities
* * A d ju ste d for seasonal va ria tio n . tBased on 3-month moving averages.
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Payrolls

R e ading..........

T re n to n ..........

year mo.
ago ago

+2

-2

-2

+5

-3

-1

+5

+10
-1 7

-

Check
Payments
Sales

Stocks

Per cent
Per cent
Per cent
Per cent
Per cent
change
change
change
change
change
A p ril
A p ri
A p ril
A p ri
A p ri
1953 from 195 3 from 1953 from 19 5 3 from 195 3 from

+ 1 1

EM PLOYM ENT A N D
IN C O M E
Factory em ploym ent................
Factory w a g e incom e............

+
+

Employ
ment

Departm ent Store

0

year mo.
ago ago

year mo.
ago ago

year mo.
a g o ago

+10
+12
+15

-2 4

-

3 +

-

4 +11

+

7 +

4 -

5 -

4 +12

+8

-1

+17

-

3

0

+

4 +

1 -

-1

+5

-1

+23

-

3

+1

+

9 +

8 -

+7

0

+9

-2
0

-

+20
7

+3

+13 +14

5

-3

+

1 +

3 -

1

4 +16
8 +

-1 0

+25 +

W ilk e s -B a rre .

-3

+1

-7

+10 -

W ilm ington. . .

+1

+8

+5

+21

+11

-6

+

4 +

4 -1 5

Y o rk .................

-1

+6

-2

+24

-

+5

-

2 +

8 -

2

8

-6

0

0

year
ago

8

-1 8

9 +
+

6
9

3 +27

* N o t restricted to c o rp o ra te limits o f cities but covers areas o f one or
more counties.
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A M a jo r Step in the Evolution of Com m ercial Practices
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OF

JUNE

1953

P H I L A D E L P H I A

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
A Major Step in the Evolution
of Commercial Practices

July 1, 1954, will mark a milestone in the evolu

yers,

tion of the conduct of commerce and banking

bankers.

teachers,

merchants,

industrialists

and

in Pennsylvania. On that day a statute widely
publicized during its formative period as the

Need for uniformity

Uniform Commercial Code will become effec

It has been recognized for some time that the

tive. When contrasted with practices familiar to

older concepts of common law, based in many

bankers and businessmen, the statute might al

instances upon commercial practices developed

most be termed a revolution— a step in evolu

during the middle ages and the statutory at

tion. Viewed more broadly, it is possible that

tempts to clarify the situation, have not kept

the Code may take its place in the line of suc

pace with the requirements of business and in

cession beginning with the Code of Hammurabi

dustrial progress in this atomic and electronic

and including the commercial code of the Phoe

age.

nicians,

the

of the Statute of Elizabeth, prohibiting “ secret

This wider significance is

liens,” has vitiated a transaction to which mod

possible because the sponsors intend that it be

ern businessmen would give their approval. The

Roman

Napoleonic Code.

maritime

practices

and

Too often application of the philosophy

enacted in all forty-eight states and because of

Code is an attempt to rectify this situation by

the leading position today of this country in

recognizing modern developments in sales trans

international commerce.

Pennsylvania, as the

actions, warehouse receipts, bills of lading, stock

first state to have adopted the Code, has achieved

transfers, negotiable instruments, investment se

a position of leadership in the evolutionary

curities, bank deposits and letters of credit. It

process.
The new statute was conceived by the joint

re-enacts many of the familiar rules, amends

action of the Commissioners on Uniform State

25 per cent of the Uniform Commercial Code

others and codifies new ones.

Approximately

Laws and the American Law Institute in 1944.

is devoted to Article 4 on “ Bank Deposits and

Its formulation since that date has been the sub

Collections” and Article 9 on “ Secured Trans

ject of intensive study, discussion and debate,

actions,” both of great importance to banking.

sometimes bordering on the acrimonious. While

This brief discussion is designed to indicate the

it has necessarily been drafted by attorneys, it

impact of these two articles on banking and

represents the research, views, criticism, sugges

business. It is not a summary or outline of the

tions and modern commercial practices of law

provisions of the articles.
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BANK DEPOSITS AND COLLECTIONS

Article 4

retains the

rule that a collecting

Article 4 of the Uniform Commercial Code is a

bank, although responsible for the selection of

statement of the principal rules now governing

a proper subsequent collecting bank, is not li

bank collection processes, with ample provision

able for lack of ordinary care on their part.

for flexibility to meet the needs of the increasing

The “ chain of command” theory of bank col

volume and other changes that are bound to

lection which authorizes a collecting bank to

come with the years.

follow only the instructions of the immediate

It affects the rights of

banks, owners and other parties to “ items”

forwarding bank, is also adopted.

which enter bank collection channels. Items are

Deferred posting rules are continued. If the

defined as instruments for the payment of money

payor bank has settled for the item on the bank

even though not negotiable. Questions as to the

ing day of receipt, it may revoke settlement and

negotiability of the items, endorsements, and

recover the payment if it returns the item by its

the like are covered by Article 3 on “ Commercial

“ midnight deadline.”

Paper,” but in the event of conflict, Article 4
governs. Many of the principles and rules of the

Some changes and new principles

Bank Collection Code, Deferred Posting and

Some changes in existing law and new principles

other statutes are retained, and Article 4 should

established by Article 4 include:

not adversely affect bank collection practices and
procedures.
Flexibility in the bank collection process is

Items on banks in the same city may be
presented by mail. The practice of express
and truck presentment of checks is also

made possible by permitting the effect of Article
4 to be varied by agreement, although a bank

permitted.

cannot, of course, disclaim its responsibility for
its own lack of good faith or failure to exercise

been eliminated. Any agreed method which

ordinary care. Thus, Federal Reserve regulations

in transfers of items between banks. This

Restrictive endorsements as such have
identifies the transferring bank is sufficient

and operating circulars, clearing house rules,

would

and similar official or quasi-official rules may,

merely transit numbers.

permit

bank endorsements to be

standing by themselves, vary the effect of the

to expedite the handling of checks and re

provisions of Article 4, whether or not spe

duce overlapping bank stamps. Depositary

cifically assented to by all parties interested in

banks may supply missing customer en

This is designed

the items handled. The owner and depositary

dorsements unless that endorsement is spe

bank may enter into agreements of a more

cifically required.

limited effect with respect to a single item or to
all items handled for a particular customer.
The terms used in Article 4 are defined but

Unpaid items may be returned directly
to the first endorsing bank unless specifi
cally directed otherwise.

most of the definitions do not contain novel

Written stop-payment orders and renew

ideas. A few do have specialized meanings, e.g.,

als are effective for only six months. A bank

“ midnight deadline” with respect to a bank is

paying a check over a stop-payment order is

midnight on the banking day next following the

entitled to subrogation even against the

banking day on which it receives the item or

payee to prevent unjust enrichment.

notice; “ afternoon” means the period of a day

burden of proof of loss is placed on the

between noon and midnight.

customer.
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The

3

Regarding stale checks a bank is not ob

The Code provides a new concept of collateral

ligated to pay a check, other than a certi

and security, which it designates as “ security

fied check, which is more than six months

interest.” A secured creditor will hold a “ secur

old. On the other hand, a bank may pay

ity interest” in place of the pledge, assignment,

checks for ten days after the death of the

chattel mortgage, factors’ lien, equipment trust,

customer unless someone interested in the

conditional sale, bailment lease or trust receipt

account stops payment.

which he once held in his safe. The “ bundle of

Unauthorized signatures or alterations
must be reported by the customer within

sticks” which once added up to a “ title” is no

one year, and unauthorized endorsements

longer significant in determining whether a
creditor holds security. The protection of the

within three years, in order to constitute a

“ security interest” will depend on the nature of

basis for action against the bank.

the transaction and the type of property and not

The time of final payment of an item by
the payor bank is deemed to be the time

the form of the security instrument. Even con

when it had paid the item in cash or had

ports to retain “ title” as security until receipt

signment transactions, under which a seller pur

completed the posting process, whichever

of the purchase price, are affected.

happened first.

vocabulary is provided for businessmen, includ

The principal benefit of Article 4 is the re
moval of some uncertainties and ambiguities in
the statutory and decisional law of Pennsylvania
on bank deposits and collections.

SECURED TRANSACTIONS

ing

such

terms

as “ perfection,”

A new

“ consumer

goods,” “ purchase money security interest,” “ se
curity agreement,” and “ chattel paper.” Estab
lished words are given new meanings; e.g., a
“ purchaser” now includes the recipient of a gift;
a “ telegram” includes a message transmitted by
radio or teletype.

The Code departs most drastically from earlier
legal requirements and procedure in the field

Types of transactions and property affected

which Article 9 calls “ Secured Transactions.”

Article 9 provides one general scheme of admin

The familiar statutes relating to trust receipts,

istering and determining the rights of debtors

factors’ liens, chattel mortgages, conditional sales

and secured creditors. In brief, the Article ap

and pledges of accounts receivable are repealed

plies to all types of security transactions and to

effective July 1, 1954 and their purposes will be

all types of property or property interests which

covered by Article 9. This section of the statute

might be involved with certain exceptions, such

has been the subject of more attention and discus

as landlords’ liens and real estate liens.

sion than any other part. It may cause dismay to

It is the application of the Code to particular

many. It may cause confusion. For this reason

facts which may cause difficulty since particular

advance study prior to the effective date of the

types of property and transactions are subjected

statute is urged not only by attorneys but by
bankers and businessmen. However, once past

to different rules. Special rules are provided for

that initial period, business and banking will

crops, future plantings, livestock and their pro

have more exact knowledge of the requirements,

geny, oil, gas and minerals.

cases where the collateral consists of growing
The Act departs

which should provide a measure of security not

from its primary purpose of covering security

heretofore enjoyed.

transactions in requiring that sales of accounts
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receivable, chattel paper and contract rights con
form to the Act in order to be effective for all
purposes, with certain exceptions.

Filing
Filing constitutes the recording of a “ financing
statement” signed by both parties giving their

The Code applies to all personal property lo

addresses and describing the property which is

cated within the State at the time of the trans

the subject of the security interest.

action. Special rules state that accounts receiv

copy of the “ security agreement” is sufficient for

able or contract rights are located within the

filing if it complies with these requirements. A

State wherein the assignor maintains his records

central place of filing is provided for in the

concerning them, and the validity and effect of

Office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth and

the transaction will be governed by the law of

if all of the places of business of the debtor are

that State. A transaction which concerns motor

in a single county, a second filing must be made

A signed

vehicles, rolling stock, airplanes and other equip

in the Office of the Prothonotary of the county.

ment normally used in more than one jurisdic

Local filing in the Office of the Prothonotary of

tion is governed by the law of the State in which

the county where the debtor resides is required

the debtor maintains his principal place of busi

if the collateral is consumer goods, farm equip

ness. The validity of a security interest in goods

ment, farm products or accounts receivable from

brought into the State is determined by the law

the sale of farm products by a farmer.

of the State where the property was located when
the transaction was made, and that interest con
tinues for four months during which time ar
rangements to comply with Pennsylvania re
quirements must be completed.

Methods of obtaining “ security interest”
Two methods of creating a security interest are:

Practical considerations will dictate filing in
most instances due to the impracticability, for
instance, of a bank holding in its vaults coal or
contracting equipment needed for operations,
raw wool acquired for processing or shoes in
tended for sale. Thus, the traditional “ field ware
housing” by which the debtor leased part of his
premises to the creditor on which the collateral,

(a) The making of an oral agreement and

identified by signs, was stored in the custody of

delivery of possession to the creditor.
Delivery or retention of possession of “ goods” by

a representative of the creditor will not be effec
tive without filing.

the creditor eliminates the necessity of a written

Even filing in accordance with the provisions

agreement or of the filing usually required under

of the Act does not afford complete protection

the Act.

Only by obtaining possession may a

in certain instances where the circumstances of

creditor acquire an effective security interest in

the case have seemed to the draftsmen not to

documents of title or instruments.

justify absolute protection. For example, a cred
agreement

itor whose security is the debtor’s inventory held

which describes the collateral and the

for sale must from the very nature of his secur

(b) Execution

of

a

written

real estate in the event that the goods

ity intend that a buyer obtain good title. Simi

are to be attached thereto or extracted

larly, where the agreement gives the secured

from the land as in the case of crops,

creditor a lien on the proceeds to be received

oil, gas or minerals. This agreement is

from the sale of the collateral, it is implied that

known as the “ security agreement.”

the creditor intends that the debtor have the

Filing is usually required.

power to give a buyer good title. Chattel paper
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has some of the qualities of a negotiable instru
ment, and the purchaser of such paper, of which

(c) What

events

of

default

are to

be

specified.

possession was not taken by the secured creditor,

(d ) Whether the assignee of accounts re

obtains good title unless he has actual knowledge

ceivable may require payment by the

of an earlier interest.

debtors on the accounts receivable be

Instances where possession is not obtained and
(a) Purchase money security interests in
consumer goods which are not licensed
motor vehicles or not attached to real
estate.
(b) Purchase money security interests in
farm equipment not exceeding $2,500
and which is not a licensed motor ve
hicle or attached to real estate.
(c) The assignment of an interest already
perfected or of an interest already filed
or registered pursuant to another stat
ute, such as the endorsement of a lien
on the title certificate

fore default.
(e) Whether subsequent advances are to be

filing is not required include:

to

a motor

vehicle.

secured by the same collateral.
( f ) Whether property subsequently ac
quired by the debtor is to be added to
the original collateral.
Questions such as these are of such importance
that they require careful consideration by both
parties to the transaction. Otherwise, a substan
tive right, which might have been protected and
which the parties would agree was intended if
it had been considered, may be lost.

Remedies on default
Part 5 of Article 9 is devoted to the rights of
the debtor and secured creditor in the event of
default. The nature of the remedies listed is not

Only the filing of a “ financing statement” will

unique and includes the right to proceed to judg

absolutely protect the interests of the secured

ment, foreclose, take possession, sell and recover

creditor against buyers without knowledge of

a deficiency including expenses of repossession,

that interest in consumer goods and farm equip
ment which costs less than $2,500.

storage and sale, cost of insurance and taxes.

Special problems in drafting
“security agreements”

The creditor is accountable to the debtor for any
surplus.

The general rule is that disposition

of collateral must be commercially reasonable
either at public or private sale, usually with

In documenting their transaction, creditors will

notice to the debtor.

be faced with the problem of whether and in

usually purchase at the sale.

The secured party may

what respect the “ security agreement” and the
“ financing statement” should deal with the fol
lowing factors.

Failure to consider them may

Conflicting rights of creditors
in same collateral

have substantial effect upon the rights of the

Heretofore parties and courts have been plagued

parties.

with questions requiring determination of con

(a) Whether the proceeds of the original

flicting rights in the same collateral. The Code

collateral are to be subject to the lien.

attempts in a comprehensive manner to resolve

(b) Whether the debtor has the right to

those differences by enumerating the respective

commingle the collateral with other

rights of those parties.

goods of the same character.

the buyer borrows from a bank to pay for goods
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For instance, suppose

and agrees to give the bank a security interest

transfer that lien to a pile of fungible goods, to

in them. Instead of devoting the amount of the

the work in process being created from that pile,

loan to the purchase, he buys on credit from the

to the finished goods held in inventory, to the

seller who retains a security interest in the goods

accounts receivable or chattel paper resulting

to secure the purchase price. The Code extends

from their sale and the cash proceeds of those

superior rights to the seller of the goods on the

accounts. When to this situation is added the

theory that the bank should have assured itself

right to substitute new raw material for that

that the amount of its loan was paid to the seller

originally pledged or for the proceeds of the

in satisfaction of his claim.

original raw material, it is readily apparent how

Additional flexibility afforded creditors

particularly if subsequent advances are also to

Article 9 defines more clearly than heretofore

be secured. The creditor may now have as col

the rights of those engaging in commercial trans

lateral a “ revolving security” consisting of the

actions. It provides greater flexibility in arrang

product at each stage of the manufacturing

ing secured credit than has ever been possible

process of the goods, the proceeds received on

in Pennsylvania.

their sale and the replenishment stock of the

much more flexibility is provided by the Code,

Subsequent advances by the

creditor may now also be secured by the original

original raw material or inventory.

It is also possible to provide that

If we also consider that the buyer of goods,

property subsequently acquired by a debtor will

who makes an advance for the purpose of enabl

automatically secure the original loan. The orig

ing the manufacturer to complete the order, may

inal security interest continues in collateral sold
by a debtor unless the purchaser acquires good

also have a security interest in the goods as soon
as they are identified to the contract, the extent

title under the circumstances described above.
In the event of any sale by the debtor, the se

of the protection afforded by the Code in normal

collateral.

business transactions is apparent.

curity interest continues in the proceeds of the

NEED FOR STUDY

sale, such as cash, checks, notes, chattel paper
and accounts receivable; and that interest is not

In a short description of this nature it is not

invalidated because the creditor has permitted

possible to consider every ramification. This de

such disposition of the original collateral by the

scription is only suggestive of what Articles 4

debtor, including the use of cash proceeds with

and 9 of the Code are intended to accomplish

out requiring an accounting. Secured creditors

and their import to banking and business. The

are therefore liberated from the restrictions of

complexities of situations which will arise are

the rule of

Benedict vs. Ratner which has

such that these general statements should not be

plagued both borrower and lender since 1925.

accepted as legally definitive of rights and obli

By the determination of what the “ security

gations.

If this article is provocative of study

agreement” and “ financing statement” shall con

by bankers, businessmen and their attorneys, it

tain, the secured creditor may now obtain what

will have accomplished its purpose and much

is sometimes called a “ floating lien.” With one

needless litigation and disputes between mer

agreement and one filing a lender who is initially

chants or between banks and their customers

secured

will have been avoided.

by

raw material
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